
**Spring Offer: 20% discount available on two or more individual collections before July 31st 2024**

For a limited time, MCLS members and affiliates are eligible for a 20% discount on the list price of our individual collections and archives if two or more are purchased together.

LUP’s portfolio of collections comprise of the following:

**Digital Collections:**

- Ancient History & Classics Collection:
  - Translated Texts for Historians E-Library
  - Aris & Phillips Classical Texts Online

- Eighteenth-Century Studies Collection:
  - Oxford University Studies in the Enlightenment ONLINE
  - Correspondance complète de Rousseau ONLINE

- Exeter Medieval Online
- Iberoamericana Online
- Littman E-Library
- Transnational Modern Languages Digital Collection
- Writers and Their Work: The Digital Collection
- Irish Studies Online
- Liverpool Science Fiction Studies Online

**Journal Collection**

- **Open Access Initiatives:**
  - Opening the Future

- **Journal Archives:**
  - Political History Archive
  - Modern Languages Archive

**Brief summary and pricing:**

- **The Translated Texts for Historians E-Library** makes available historical sources from A.D. 300–800 translated into English from Greek, Latin, Syriac, Coptic, Arabic, Georgian, Armenian and Old Irish, in many cases for the first time. This indispensable collection contains over 90 volumes from the following series: *Translated Texts for Historians*, *Translated Texts for Historians Contexts*, and *Translated Texts for Byzantinists*. MCLS member price: $6,622.35

- **Aris & Phillips Classical Texts Online** makes available over 150 invaluable editions of Greek and Latin texts, over 80 of which have been digitised and been made available for the first time. The *Aris & Phillips Classical Texts* series was founded in 1979 to publish modern
editions of Classical Greek and Latin texts, with substantial introductions, facing-page text and English translation, with extensive accompanying commentaries. Volumes are designed to be accessible to those without Greek or Latin and support those learning the original language.

**MCLS member price: $6,693.75**

The Translated Texts for Historians E-Library combines with Aris & Phillips Classical Texts Online to comprise the umbrella collection: Ancient History & Classics Collection. A 10% discount is applied to the list prices of both individual collections when purchased together as the umbrella collection.

**MCLS member price: $11,983.65**

- **Oxford University Studies in the Enlightenment ONLINE** offers over 600 volumes in 2024 from the foremost series devoted to Enlightenment studies including history, cultural studies, literature, biography, religious studies, philosophy, and gender studies. In late 2023, over 100 additional monograph volumes were added to the collection including works from the following renowned series: *Cahiers Montesquieu*, *Correspondance de Madame de Graffigny*, *Correspondance de Pierre Bayle*, *Correspondance générale de La Beaumelle*, *Correspondance générale d'Helvétius*, *Lettres d'André Morellet*, *Libre pensée et littérature clandestine*, *Œuvres complètes de Montesquieu*, *Vif*, and all volumes published in the *Oxford University Studies in the Enlightenment* series 2017-2021.

  **MCLS member price: $17,850**

- **Correspondance complète de Rousseau ONLINE**, launched in September 2023 in partnership with the Voltaire Foundation, makes *Ralph Leigh’s masterly edition in 52 volumes of Rousseau’s correspondence* in the original French-language available as an ebook collection for the first time. It is the first and only available set that gathers together all 8,000 letters written to and by one of the most important figures of eighteenth-century intellectual history, as well as the correspondence between third parties relating to the writer and his time.

  **MCLS member price: $4,217.06**

Oxford University Studies in the Enlightenment ONLINE combines with Correspondance complète de Rousseau ONLINE to comprise the umbrella collection: Eighteenth-Century Studies Collection. A 10% discount is applied to the list prices of both individual collections when purchased together as the umbrella collection.

**MCLS member price: $19,679.1**

- **Exeter Medieval Online** combines the internationally renowned print series *Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies* and *Exeter Studies in Medieval Europe* and makes them available online for the first time. Now offering 100 volumes, this collection makes a significant contribution to modern scholarship in the field of medieval and early Tudor studies.

  **MCLS member price: $7,854**

- **Iberoamericana Online** is a companion collection to the world-leading journal *Revista Iberoamericana*, now published by Liverpool University Press as part of a new partnership with the *Instituto Internacional de Literatura Iberoamericana (IIIL)*, the oldest and most extended academic organization dedicated to the study and promotion of research in Latin American literature at a global level. The majority of the 106 volumes in the collection are
Spanish language and span subject areas including literary criticism and theory, poetry, politics, history, colonialism, indigenous studies, queer studies, gender studies and more. **MCLS member price: $3,784.20**

- The **Littman E-Library** was launched in March 2017, giving readers access to the definitive scholarship and careful editing that characterize Littman Library of Jewish Civilization books, but on a fully searchable digital platform. The collection spans a comprehensive range of subject areas including biography, cultural studies, history and art history, literature, philosophy, religious studies, sociology, and women’s studies. **MCLS member price: $7,094.85**

- The **Transnational Modern Languages Digital Collection** promotes a model of Modern Languages not as the inquiry into separate national traditions, but as the study of languages, cultures and their interactions. This collection offers all volumes published in the print series as a fully-searchable digital collection. **MCLS member price: $1,418.55**

- **Writers and Their Work: The Digital Collection**, launched in January 2023 with over 400 monograph volumes (around 300 of which have been digitised and made available online for the first time), makes the internationally renowned print series available online as a digital collection for the first time. The collection embraces the best of modern literary theory and criticism with contributions from world-renowned authors including T. S. Eliot, A.S. Byatt, J.B. Priestley, and Germaine Greer and covers the breadth of the canon with volumes dedicated to writers ranging from Shakespeare to Sylvia Plath, James Baldwin to Carol Ann Duffy, J. R. R. Tolkien to Kazuo Ishiguro, and Jane Austen to Iris Murdoch. **MCLS Member Price offer good until July 31, 2024:** $8,013.60

- **Irish Studies Online** combines a variety of leading research in Irish Studies into one online resource. It offers over 130 ebook volumes including the following series: Reappraisals in Irish History, Society for the Study of Nineteenth-Century Ireland, Liverpool Studies in Irish Literature, Clemson University Press, Writers and their Work, Eighteenth-Century Worlds, Liverpool English Texts and Studies, and more. It combines the ebook content with over 50 volumes of academic research published 1961-2004 from the renowned journals Eighteenth-Century Ireland and Studia Hibernica. **MCLS Member Price offer good until July 31, 2024:** $13,860

- **Liverpool Science Fiction Studies Online** combines the internationally-renowned print series Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies and Constellations with the extensive back archive (1959-2004) of the world’s first SF journal, Extrapolation. The collection offers a broad perspective on a variety of themes relating to Science Fiction as presented in literature, film, television, gaming, and comic books including: apocalypse, race, utopia/dystopia, alternate history, posthumanism, biopolitics, cyberpunk, fantasy worlds, speculative fiction, sexuality, Afrofuturism, AI, ecological crisis, politics, technological overreach, space travel, western expansionism and colonialism, and steampunk. **MCLS Member Price offer good until July 31, 2024:** $9,702

- The **Modern Languages Archive** offers a comprehensive collection of leading academic research published in the areas of French Studies, Hispanic Studies, and Romance
Studies. 81 volumes of *Bulletin of Hispanic Studies* were added in September 2021, joining archive volumes from *Australian Journal of French Studies*, *Catalan Review*, *Contemporary French Civilization*, *Journal of Romance Studies* and *Québec Studies*.  
**MCLS member price:** $1,735.65

- The *Political History Archive* is a comprehensive collection of leading academic research published in the areas of Industrial Relations, Labour History, Political History, and Social History. With archive volumes from *Historical Studies in Industrial Relations*, *Labour History: A Journal of Labour and Social History*, *Labour History Review*, and *Theory & Struggle*.  
**MCLS price:** $1,226.40

### Tiered pricing resources:

- **New for 2024**, the *Journal Collection* comprises of every issue from all of LUP’s 43+ journals which span subject areas including history, literature, language, culture studies, religious studies and planning. Subscribe online-only to interdisciplinary, leading journals, with archival access to content dating back to 1910 and online access in perpetuity for years purchased. New journals launched or acquired by Liverpool University Press during the license term are included at no extra cost. **Email services@mcls.org for a price quote.**

- **Opening the Future: Modern Languages Package** offers libraries anywhere in the world subscription/membership access to two Hispanic Studies backlist series of monographs. In return LUP will use the subscription fees to produce new Open Access monographs, freely accessible to all. This package contains titles from two series: *Contemporary Hispanic and Lusophone Cultures* and *Liverpool Latin American Studies*. **Email services@mcls.org for a price quote.**